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Zoe the Skating Fairy is the third fairy in the Sporty Fairies series. Zoe's Magic Lace helps keep all kinds of
skating'in line'. Her wand sends out a beam of sparkly red fairy dust, shaped like roller blade wheels.
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Can you play roller-skating Can you pass beneath 18 cars with roller-skating shoes Challenge the Impossible
tells you that everything is possible!
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The Sports Fairies Complete Set, Books 1-7: Helena the Horse-Riding Fairy, Stacey the Soccer Fairy, Zoe
the Skating Fairy, Brittany the Basketball Fairy, Samantha the Swimming Fairy, Alice the Tennis by Daisy
Meadows (2010) Paperback 2010. Paperback. $190.84 $ 190 84. Only 3 left in stock - order soon.
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4.0 out of 5 stars Zoe the skating fairy I liked this book because Rachel and Kristy always have courage to
help people and they did two ways to the magic lace back. Published on July 7, 2013
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It was because Zoe the Skating Fairyâ€™s magic lace was missing. That meant skaters and skateboarders
... they belonged â€” either with their fairy keepers, or in their lockers â€” they ensured that sports were fun
and safe for everyone in the human world and in Fairyland. But when the objects werenâ€™t
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Zoe the Skating Fairy. by Daisy Meadows. Rainbow Magic (Book 59) Thanks for Sharing! You submitted the
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Zoe the Skating Fairy has 320 ratings and 17 reviews. Haley said: This was the first fairy book I ever read! I
don't enjoy the series much now- way too e...
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The Sports Fairies' magical items are missing, and now the Fairy Olympics are going all wrong! This is our
ninth group of Rainbow Magic fairies; all seven books will be released at once. It's an exciting time in
Fairyland. Everyone is getting ready for the Fairy Olympics! But Jack Frost's goblins have stolen the Sports
Fairies' magic objects.
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